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Mediterranean Macro
6th to 14th July 2019
Photographic tour with tour leader Ellie Rothnie

Itinerary : Days 1-3

Day 1

Days 2 - 3

Saturday 6th July

Sunday 7th to Monday 8th July

We are due to arrive at Sofia Airport at roughly the same
time where we will be met by our Bulgarian guide Miro
Slavchev. We will then travel to our base near the dramatic
UNESCO site of the Rila Monastery for the weekend
where we will check in and enjoy dinner. Over the meal,
we can discuss what to expect over the coming days and
hints and tips will be provided.

The cooler mountain air around Rila is perfect for early
morning photography in the amazing wildflower meadows
that are a reminder of just how pastures used to be here in
Britain. We will be out early to capture butterfly species
that should include plenty of blues, skippers, coppers and
fritillaries before they warm up for the day. After a late
breakfast, we will check out of our hotel and start to travel
to our next location, with several stops along the way. In
the hot Mediterranean gorge of the River Struma south
of Blagoevgrad, we will look for species such as the little
Tiger Blue butterfly, Nemoptera Sinuata and Green lizard.
In the afternoon we will arrive in the village of Melnik in
the sub-hills of the Pirin mountains, our new base for the
next two nights.
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Itinerary : Days 4-7

Days 4 - 5

Days 6 - 7

Tuesday 9th to Wednesday 10th July

Thursday 11th to Friday 12th July

A further early morning session in the meadows before we
check-out of our hotel and head to the hot Mediterranean
climate of the gorges of the River Sturma south of
Blagoevgrad where some specialist species such as little
tiger blue butterfly will be amongst our targets. After a
day in the heat we will be glad to move to the village of
Melnik in the sub-hills of the Pirin Mountains with its
cooler climate and our base for the next two days.

Following a further morning photographing in the
Trigrad area, we will start travelling to the next destination
located again in the Rhodope mountains. We will stop
at a number of locations along the way, before arriving in
the village of Borovo where we will stay for two nights.
The hotel is very close to our favourite meadow where we
expect to find the Apollo butterfly.

After a final early morning’s photography, we will
travel eastwards to the village of Trigrad in the Western
Rhodope mountains where we will base ourselves for two
nights. On the way we will spend an afternoon in some
beautiful mountain meadows full with wild flowers and
butterflies. The area in and around the Trigrad Gorge has
super meadows for butterflies, orchids and other flora as
well.
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Itinerary : Days 8-9

Day 8

Day 9

Saturday 13th July

Sunday 14th July

We will begin our return journey to Bratsigovo where
we still stay for our final night. This is a very small town
located between the Rhodope mountains and a dry hilly
area crossed with several rivers. This area offers many
different habitats and we can will look specifically for the
Spoonwing. It is also good for bird photography here, and
we can offer hides for Bee-eaters and other birds if you
would like to take this option at the end of the trip.

We will travel back to Sofia airport to catch our return
flights back home.
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Additional info
Things to bring

Useful contact information:

Our accommodation is clean and comfortable Balkan
hotels throughout, with all bedding and towels
provided. In terms of any special dietary requirements
you may have – please let me know if there’s anything
you can’t/won’t eat. In terms of clothing it will be very
warm during the day but can get a bit chilly during
the early mornings and late evenings when we will be
out mostly. Rain is possible however so you will need
a waterproof coat, and some over trousers can be very
helpful when photographing after such a shower or
the occasionally very heavy overnight dews. Good sun
block is essential so anything from factor 50 upwards,
and sunglasses and a good sun hat are also valuable
items too. Good solid walking shoes are also ideal:
there is some walking in the mountain areas in search
of subjects but nothing overly strenuous. It is also a
good idea to bring a water bottle that we can top up to
save using countless small plastic bottles of water.

My contact number for the build up to and for the
duration of the trip is:
Ellie: +44 (0) 7879 480143
Please don’t hesitate to contact me even if you think it
is a minor question, I am here to help.

Camera equipment
In terms of camera kit the main thing you’ll need
is a macro lens; the best range is between a 100mm
or 180mm (the longer the better) and then some
supplementary lenses for other opportunities such
as a 24-70mm for wide angle landscapes and then
maybe an intermediate zoom (70-200mm or 100
400mm) so that you don’t miss anything in terms of
other opportunities: there are some great settings and
landscape habitats that we will be in throughout the
trip. You’ll get the chance to decide what you want/
need for each session, so you won’t be burdening
yourself with it all of the time either. Tripods are
essential for low light photography, which we will
have in our early and late sessions. If you have a small
reflector then they can be very helpful at bouncing
light where you really need it to be. Also an angle
viewfinder can be helpful if you have one. Bring plenty
of compact flash cards with you as well because if you
get a good day you will take a lot of images.
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